ASC X12C COMMUNICATIONS AND CONTROLS SUBCOMMITTEE

Meeting Minutes

FEBRUARY 14, 2019, 12 Noon — 1 PM EST
ATTENDANCE—10 people, 7 members

1. Thursday, February 14, 12 Noon — 1 PM EST
   1.1. Administrative Issues
      1.1.1. The Winter Standing Meeting minutes have been posted in the X12C iMeet workspace.
      1.1.2. The subcommittee agreed without objection that going forward the minutes will be considered approved after being posted for ten days without any objections or suggested corrections.
      1.1.3. A new X12C Deferred MR report has been posted in iMeet.
      1.1.4. Agreed without objection to change the March subcommittee meeting date to Friday, March 15th. Staff will send out an announcement of the date change.
   1.2. Pending Actions of Other Groups
      1.2.1. Discussed MR 008318 “Changes name and purpose of simple data element 447 Loop Identifier Code.”
         1.2.1.1. The subcommittee approved changes to this DM in January.
         1.2.1.2. The Chair has posted data output in the Members Only site to show the recommended changes to the LE and LS segments, and the specifications for a new composite, C072 Loop Identifier, and two new data elements, 1817 Table Number of the Loop and 1818 Loop ID Suffix.
         1.2.1.3. The Chair will add a transaction example to the MR documents.
      1.2.2. Discussed MR 006218 “Replace loop IDs that are the segment ID of the first segment in the loop.”
         1.2.2.1. The subcommittee approved a revised solution for this during the Standing Meeting.
         1.2.2.2. The Chair will mention to X12J that any subcommittee interested in one of the two related MRs 008318 and 006218 should also express an interest in the other.
         1.2.2.3. This is not a trivial change. It eliminates ambiguity.
1.2.2.4. Frank Napoli and Rachel Foerster agreed that this revised solution is an example of X12C taking a wide perspective to consider the needs of all domains. This should be stressed in the MR solution document.

1.2.3. The subcommittee is waiting on X12N for RFI responses.

1.3. Active Items

1.3.1.1. The Chair is working on responses to the MR 049107 ballot comments.

Meeting adjourned at 12:30 PM EST